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THE POWER OF SOUND

A global journey to discover what the ancients knew,

and what it means for us now.

THE POWER OF SOUND
Discover what the ancients knew, and what it means for us now.
FORMAT

6 x 1-hour

GENRE

Documentary Series - Indigenous,
Science, Spirituality, Travel, Music.

SYNOPSIS
Sound has been central to our lives since the beginning of time, a
fundamental force used to cement civilisations and shape consciousness.
THE POWER OF SOUND explores and compares timeless secrets from
ancient sites and indigenous knowledge with the latest scientific insights,
all set against the far-reaching influence of today’s global media culture.
Gathering wisdom from the 4 corners of the globe, witness Mark
Robertson’s quest to shepherd forgotten knowledge to the fore, in an era
where humanity is waking up.
Join Mark as he explores mysteries and monuments of past civilisations,
interviews shaman and ancient tribes people, witnesses song and
ceremony in action and investigates modern advances using Sound for
everything from healing to weaponry. This dynamic POWER OF SOUND
series takes you on a sensory journey of ancient wisdom rediscovered,
illuminating a new view of our modern world and perhaps a way forward
for a society that is becoming dangerously lost in conflict and noise.

Mark Robertson
Recognised as a global thought leader, innovative
change maker and world-class film- maker, Mark
Robertson has worked with disengaged and at-risk
youth for more than 15 years. As One Vision
Productions Founding Director, Mark is a regular
keynote speaker at industry forums and events. His
work with Indigenous youth and film-making has
earned him national recognition, being one of
twenty Australians to meet his Royal Highness
Prince Harry at Kirribilli House in 2013. In 2009 he
was awarded the Young Social Pioneer of the Year
Award for the delivery of his innovative programs,
designed to create social and educational change;
and again recently in 2017 with a Winston Churchill
Fellowship. Mark founded One Vision Productions
on the principal of ‘Empowering youth to make
positive life choices' utilising film and music as a
platform to raise awareness and create social
change’.

Chris Liddell
A celebrated music producer and film-maker
with 10+ international film festival awards
and TV broadcast credits, Chris Liddell brings
three decades of entertainment production
experience to THE POWER OF SOUND as
writer, editor, cinematographer, sound
designer and producer.

'If you want to find the secrets of the
universe, think in terms of energy,
frequency and vibration.' - Nikola Tesla

EP. #1 / AFRICA

EP. #2 / USA-MEXICO

EP. #3 / ISRAEL-EGYPT

Mark travels throughout Africa exploring
the role of Sound & Resonance in some of
Humanity’s oldest cultures with
shaman and wisdom keepers. We
learn from scientists and researchers
how the entire Universe is all
vibrating. On his travels he also
investigates how music and Hip Hop
culture empowers modern ghetto
communities in South Africa.

Mark visits New York City, the birthplace
of Hip Hop, to see it’s influence on youth
and it’s ties to ancient cultures. He
visits ancient monuments in Mexico,
Sound Healing ceremonies, speaks with
researchers opening new frontiers in
understanding Sound & Vibration and
investigates the health dangers of 5G
mobile technology.

Mark compares the latest scientific
research with insights of the oral
indigenous wisdom of the Giza plateau
stretching back into the high culture
times of these incredibly precise
monuments. Mark also talks with
ancient musical mystics, sound healers
& hiphop artists throughout Egypt,
Israel and Palestine.

EP. #4 / TIBET-INDIA

EP. #5 / STH AMERICA

EP. #6 / AUSTRALIA

Tibetan buddhism is one the world’s
most notable surviving Sonic traditions.
Mark travels through- out India, Nepal,
Tibet and China to explore the ancient
sciences of harmonic chanting, sound
ceremony and temple architecture to
understand the powerful effects on human
consciousness, health and longevity.

Mark witnesses the powerful role of music
in cultural celebration at Brazil's
"Rio Carnivale" and goes deep into
shamanic lore in the Amazon. Mark
explores the monuments and mysterious
cultural remnants of the Maya, Inca, Aztec
and their use of Sound and Resonance
technologies through out Peru, Chile and
Columbia. We see how these powerful
ancient sites all correlate around the globe.

In this finale episode Mark travels
through-out Australia, New Zealand and
neighbouring Pacific Islands, meeting with
communities, elders and performers working to keep their ancient wisdom alive in
this mostly oral culture. Mark recaps and
reflects on how we can best implement the
knowledge and insight gained from his
journey into the Power of Sound.

"Every single thing that exists is in constant vibration.
Sound shows us the nature of this universal vibration and the frequencies
that underpin all life, including our own sickness and wellbeing."
C h r i s L i d d e l l - C o - P r o d u c e r, E d i t o r “ T h e P o w e r o f S o u n d "
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